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This information has been supplied by the vendor or the vendor's 
agents. Accordingly, Ownly (REAA 2008) and Sold On Kapiti Limited is 
merely passing over the information as supplied to us by the vendor of 
the vendor's agents.

We cannot guarantee its accuracy and reliability as we have not 
checked, audited, or reviewed the information and all the intending 
purchasers are advised to conduct their own due diligence 
investigation into the same.

To the maximum extent permitted by law Ownly (REAA 2008) and Sold 
On Kapiti Limited does not accept any responsibility to any person for 
the accuracy of the information herein.
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This report has been prepared by the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Limited 
(GNS Science) exclusively for and under contract to Kohekohe Developments Limited. Unless otherwise 
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liable to any person other than Kohekohe Developments Limited, on any ground, for any loss, damage 
or expense arising from such use or reliance. 
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19 December, 2016 
 
 
Kohekohe Developments Limited 
c/ 
Landlink Limited 
Mahara House 
3 Ngaio Road 
PO Box 370 
Waikanae 5250 
 
Attention: Dave Munro 
 
 
Dear Dave, 

Fault Avoidance Zones for the Ohariu Fault at 159 Winara Avenue, Waikanae 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

In 2004, GNS Science (then trading as Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Ltd.) 
provided Stonewood Developments with a letter report characterising the location of the Ohariu 
Fault through a proposed subdivision at 159 Winara Avenue, Waikanae (Van Dissen 2004, 
and re-issued in 2015). In that report, Fault Avoidance Zones were defined for the Ohariu Fault 
according to recommendations in the Ministry for the Environment’s guidelines entitled 
“Planning for development of land on or close to active faults: A guideline to assist resource 
management planners in New Zealand” (Kerr et al. 2004) (hereafter referred to as the MfE 
Active Fault Guidelines). A well-defined Fault Avoidance Zone was able to be established 
through the northern portion of the proposed development based on the location of the fault 
defined in two trenches excavated across the fault, and on georeferenced aerial photographs 
from 1952 that clearly show the fault scarp (which, in the main, has subsequently been 
destroyed by earthworks). Through the southern portion of the proposed development, only an 
uncertain-poorly constrained Fault Avoidance Zone was able to be established because no 
fault scarp was identifiable on-site or on any pre-existing aerial photographs. 

In 2016, GNS Science was commissioned by Kohekohe Developments Limited to re-evaluate the 
Fault Avoidance Zones established in 2004. The results of this re-evaluation are presented below. 

2.0 RESULTS 

On 26 October 2016, Russ Van Dissen (GNS Science) visited the proposed subdivision site 
at 159 Winara Avenue (Figure 1). For most of this time, Russ was accompanied by Dave Munro 
of Landlink. While on-site, the location of the scarp of the Ohariu Fault was accurately surveyed 
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where it is preserved under the cover of trees in the eastern central portion of the proposed 
subdivision at 730291.046 north, 365714.188 east (NZGD 2000 Wanganui Circuit) in the 
central part of proposed lot 60 in Figure 1. Near the northern portion of proposed lot 56, a 
shallow trench was excavated and the location of the Ohariu Fault was constrained at, or very 
near to, 730367.644 north, 365760.014 east (NZGD 2000 Wanganui Circuit). 

The following process was used to define a well-defined Fault Avoidance Zone for the Ohariu 
Fault through the proposed subdivision site between proposed lots 77 and 56 (Figure 1): 

1. The 1952 aerial photographs show clearly the scarp (surface expression) of the Ohariu 
Fault through the northern portion of the site. 

2. The 1952 aerial photographs were georeferenced using orthorectified photos and the 
survey points defining the fault’s location under the trees and near the northern boundary 
of proposed lot 56. 

3. Using the georeferenced 1952 aerial photographs, the base of the Ohariu Fault scarp 
was digitized using ESRI ArcGIS. The digitized line went through the surveyed locations 
of the fault. 

4. A "Fault Avoidance Zone" buffer of ±5 m was applied to the fault scarp line. In the 
previous 2004 GNS letter report, a buffer of ±7.5 m was used. In the current investigation, 
we were able to reduce the width of the buffer to ± 5 m because the fault’s position was 
accurately surveyed-in at two locations, instead of being located using only 
georeferenced photographs as was done in 2004. Given that: i) the fault scarp is sharp 
and clearly visible on the 1952 aerial photos, ii) there is no indication of significant "off 
fault" deformation away from the distinct scarp visible in the aerial photos (or visible in 
the trenches), and iii) the location of the fault has been defined precisely in a couple 
locations, I consider that the ±5 m Fault Avoidance Zone buffer (set-back) is sufficient to 
achieve the life-safety objectives advocated by the MfE Active Fault Guidelines. 

The resulting well-defined Fault Avoidance Zone between proposed lots 77 and 56 is shown 
in Figure 1. To the north of proposed lot 56, through proposed lot 54, the well-defined Fault 
Avoidance Zone is extended to the northern boundary of the proposed subdivision based on 
the location of the previously established well-defined Fault Avoidance Zone in the 2004 GNS 
letter report. The likely location of future metre-scale surface rupture displacement is 
considered to lie within the well-defined Fault Avoidance depicted in Figure 1. To the northwest 
and the southeast of this zone, the likelihood of major, metre-scale, surface rupture faulting is 
considered to be significantly less. 

To the south of the well-defined Fault Avoidance Zone depicted in Figure 1 (i.e. to the south of 
proposed lot 77) there is no fault scarp preserved on-site, or visible on pre-existing aerial 
photographs. For these reasons, and as described in detail in the 2004 GNS report, a relatively 
wide uncertain-poorly constrained Fault Avoidance Zone was established in the 2004 GNS 
report. For the current investigation, the line-work of this previously established uncertain-
poorly constrained Fault Avoidance Zone was modified somewhat so as to coincide with 
proposed lot boundaries, and the location of Kapiti Coast District Council’s published 
uncertain-poorly constrained zone. This modified zone is outlined in blue in Figure 1, and has 
been designated as an uncertain-poorly constrained Fault Avoidance Zone. 
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The Ohariu Fault extends through the proposed subdivision at 159 Winara Avenue, Waikanae. 
Based on fault locations defined on-site in trenches and on the ground, and on georeferenced 
aerial photographs a well-defined Fault Avoidance Zone was established through the northern 
portion of the proposed subdivision, and an uncertain-poorly constrained Fault Avoidance Zone 
was established through the southern portion of the proposed subdivision. These Fault Avoidance 
Zones have been defined in accord with the MfE Active Fault Guidelines; they are depicted in 
Figure 1, and have been provided to Kohekohe Developments Limited in DWG format. 
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Yours sincerely 
 

 
 

Russ Van Dissen 
Senior Scientist  
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Figure 1 Fault Avoidance Zones for the Ohariu Fault at 159 Winara Avenue, Waikanae. 
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